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Abstract- High resolution 20-Hz Jason-2 satellite altimetry data 

obtained from crossing tracks numbered 52 and 189 in San Matias 

Gulf, Argentina, are compared with a 22-month-longtime series of 

sea level measured by a bottom pressure recorder. It was deployed 

1.3km from the nominal intersection of the two tracks and 0.9km 

from the coast. Results show that by improving retracking and 

tidal modeling, satellite altimetry data become more accurate close 

to the coast. Indeed, a larger number of reliable data are obtained 

up to 1.6km from the coast when satellite data are retracked using 

ALES (Adaptive Leading Edge Subwaveform retracker) rather 

than using the classic Brown model. The tidal model that showed 

the lowest root sum square of the difference (RSS) between the in 

situ and the modelled tidal amplitude and phase is TPXO8 (RSS 

4.8cm). Yet, the lowest difference from in situ tidal constituents is 

obtained by harmonic analysis of the available 23-year-long 1-Hz 

altimetry data set (RSS 4.1cm), highlighting the potential of 

altimetry data to compute tides. Considering ALES retracking and 

TPXO8 tidal correction for the 20-Hz Jason-2 data, we finally show 

that it is possible to retrieve 70% more data and to improve 

correlation with in situ measurements from 0.79 to 0.95. The sea 

level anomaly obtained this way has a root mean square difference 

(RMSD) from in situ data of only 13cm as close as 4km from the 

coast. Overall, the analysis performed indicates satellite altimetry 

data can be greatly improved, even in complex macrotidal coastal 

regions. 

 

Index Terms- Along-track, bottom pressure recorder, coastal 

altimetry, Jason-2, macrotidal regime, San Matias Gulf, satellite 

altimetry accuracy, sea level anomaly, Patagonia Argentine 
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NOMENCLATURE 

ALES  Adaptive Leading Edge Subwaveform. 

AVISO   Archiving, Validation and Interpretation of Oceanographic 

Data. 

BPR  Bottom pressure recorder. 

C  Conductivity. 

CL  Confidence level. 

CLS   Collect Localisation Satellites. 

CNES  Centre National d'Études Spatiales. 

CTOH  Centre of Topography of the Oceans and the Hydrosphere. 

DAC  Dynamic Atmospheric Correction. 

    Nodal factor. 

g  Gravity of the   tidal constituent. 

    Epoch of the   tidal constituent. 

 ( )  Height of the tide at observation time  . 
H  Tidal amplitude. 

IOC   Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission. 

j  Tidal constituent. 

J1  Jason-1. 

J2  Jason-2. 

MSS  Mean sea surface. 

n  Number of tidal constituents considered to calculate RSS. 

NCEP  National Center for Environmental Prediction. 

      Pressure measured by BPR. 

      Atmospheric pressure. 

PCS  Patagonian Continental Shelf. 

RMSD  Root mean square difference. 

RMS  Root mean square. 

RMSmisfit  Root mean square misfit,= 
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RSS  Root sum square,  √
∑           
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S   Salinity. 

S-GDR   Sensor Geophysical Data Records. 

SHN  Servicio de Hidrografía Naval. 

SLA  Sea level anomaly. 

SLP  Sea level pressure. 

SMG  San Matias Gulf. 

SSH  Sea surface height,   
 

  
(         ). 

SST  Sea surface temperature. 

   Time. 

T  Temperature. 

TG  Tide gauge. 

T/P  TOPEX/Poseidon. 

V  Angular velocity. 

(   )   Equilibrium argument of the   tidal constituent. 

    Mean height of the water level at the beginning of the 

series. 

    Linear trend of the series. 

   Density. 

   Tidal phase. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

INCE SPACE agencies managed to control the orbit of the 

satellites with sufficient accuracy (defined as the degree of 

closeness of the observation to some universally accepted 

reference standard [44]), satellite altimetry measurements have 

become an essential dataset to understand ocean dynamics, 

monitor climate change and improve forecasts and real-time 

products through assimilation in operational ocean models, 

among others. Thus, satellite altimetry data applications have 

proved to be of great benefit to our society. Yet, the time and 

spatial sampling of the altimeters are limiting factors for the 

spatiotemporal resolution of the phenomena we can describe in 

the ocean. Near the coast, oceanic processes have shorter space 

and time scales than in the open ocean and thus standard satellite 

altimetry products are less useful there. Furthermore, altimetry 

encounters a number of problems over shallow shelves and in 

the proximity of coasts, where distortions of the altimetric 

waveforms, non-linear tidal currents and inaccurate atmospheric 

water vapor corrections are significant factors [47]. 

It is therefore crucial to assess to what extent satellite 

altimetry data are reliable close to the coast. In recent years, 

altimetry data have been successfully used to analyze the sea 

level variability on seasonal time scales in several coastal 

regions and shelves around the world [33], [27], [20], [42]. In 

the Patagonia Continental Shelf (PCS, Fig. 1) the Root Mean 

Square Differences (RMSD) between gridded satellite sea level 

anomaly (SLA) and tide gauge (TG) is lower than 2.1cm on 

seasonal scales [33]. In [35] it is shown that using gridded 

altimetry data near the coast of Uruguay and South of Brazil it is 

possible to identify the expected patterns in SLA, in response to 

seasonal winds. In the same region, using along-track data, [42] 

found no evidence that errors in tidal models affect the seasonal 

sea level variability estimations from satellite altimetry. 

To analyze altimetry data close to the coast and at shorter-

than-seasonal temporal scales, two aspects are critical: (i) the 

use of an accurate tidal model and (ii) a retracking algorithm 

adapted to retrieve sea surface height (SSH) close to the coast, 

e.g. [17]. These two aspects are discussed with more detail 

below. 

A. Retracking 

To better understand the retracking process, it is helpful to recall 

the basics of radar altimetry. The pulse sent by the satellite radar 

interacts with the sea surface and part of the incident signal is 

reflected back to the satellite. Then, the received echo pulse is 

registered on-board in a time series, i.e. a waveform whose 

leading edge contains the information needed to retrieve the 

range (the distance between the satellite and the sea surface). In 

the open ocean, waveforms are characterized by a steep leading 

edge representing returns coming from scatterers inside the 

circular footprint, of the specular reflection zone at nadir. The 

rising time of the leading edge is thus related to the sea state. 

Once the leading edge has reached its peak, a slowly- 

 
Fig. 1. San Matias Gulf bathymetry (m). White points represent the analyzed J2 

satellite tracks, descending track 52 and ascending track 189. The black dot 

indicates the mooring position with coordinates (41°10.8’S, 63°46.8’W). The 

intersection between the satellite tracks is located 900m from the coast. Arrows 

indicate the mean surface circulation adapted from [45]. The surface Zonal Front 

(ZF) position is represented by the black line. The green diamond is the location 

of the park ranger’s house. 

decaying trailing edge follows, that represents the returns of off-

nadir scatterers. The retracking procedure is based on statistical 

techniques that consist in fitting the waveform to a functional 

form [14]. The standard open ocean retracking technique is 

based on the Brown functional form [4]. The noise in the radar 

signal can generate inaccuracies in the retrieval of certain 

parameters, such as the range. In coastal areas, backscattering 

inhomogeneities of the satellite footprint, which can be due to 

land or patches of calm water (caused for example by wind 

sheltering, fronts, natural slicks), are seen as bright targets in the 

trailing edge of the waveform, whose shape no longer conforms 

to that assumed by the Brown algorithm. To overcome this 

difficulty, several “ground-based” retracking procedures have 

been developed for coastal regions. Thus, retracking allows 

more accurate data to be extracted near the coastal regions, 

where data are usually flagged as unreliable in 1Hz altimetry 

products [10]. The retracking method considered for this paper, 

the Adaptive Leading Edge Subwaveform (ALES), is a method 

that has been successfully validated in the Adriatic Sea and in 

the Greater Agulhas System for satellite missions Envisat, 

Jason-1 (J1) and Jason-2 (J2) [26]. Retracking data selected for 

this article was provided by AVISO and is freely available at: 

ftp://podaac.jpl.nasa.gov/allData/coastal_alt/L2/ALES/. 

B. Tide Model Comparison 

The importance of a tidal model lies in the accurate removal 

of the tidal signal from the sea level estimated by the altimeter. 

Clearly the impact of an accurate tidal model is larger in regions 

characterized by a macrotidal regime, as shown in [34] in the 

PCS. Causes of the poor performance of the tidal models in 

coastal regions are that tides become more dependent on 

bathymetry and the coastline geometry, among other factors. 

Therefore, a poor knowledge of the bathymetry greatly affects 

the performance of tidal models. 

S 
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Nevertheless, depending on the region considered, global tidal 

models are accurate enough to correct altimetry data even near 

the coasts [41]. In several macrotidal regions, like San Matias 

Gulf (SMG), regional models have shown better results than 

global ones, e.g. [5], [34], [43]. [5] showed that when the 

appropriate tidal model is used, low-frequency sea level and 

geostrophic current variations can be reliably observed in 

altimetry data close to the coast. More examples of the 

improvements in coastal altimetry data obtained due to the 

choice of a proper tidal model can be found in [48]. 

C. Objectives 

The objective of the current work is to validate satellite 

altimetry data in a highly dynamic region dominanted by a 

macrotidal regime: the SMG in Southern Patagonia, Argentina. 

Moreover, we aim at describing how close to the coast the 

altimetric data set is reliable. To achieve this objective, we 

analyze the performance of the retracking method and of the 

satellite corrections that must be applied to the radar 

measurements, focusing on the ocean tidal correction. As a case 

study, we work in a particular position where a crossover of J2 

tracks occurs about 900m from the coast (Fig. 2) and where a 

bottom pressure recorder (BPR) was moored for 22 months. The 

intersection of satellite tracks is extremely helpful because it 

allows the extraction of data at higher temporal resolution than 

from points along a single track, and from two different 

overpass directions (enabling vector quantities, such as slope, to 

be estimated).  

D. Paper Organization 

The paper is structured as follows. In Section II the study area 

is described. Section III is dedicated to the description of all 

databases considered and to the methodologies applied. Results 

are presented in sections IV and the main conclusions are 

summarised in Section V. 

II. SAN MATIAS GULF 

SMG is connected to the Atlantic Ocean through a 100km-

long mouth (Fig. 1). Its interior presents a maximum depth of 

200m. In addition, there is intense fishing activity, with hake 

being the principal fishing resource [15]. This is a highly 

dynamic region characterized by a strong semi-diurnal tidal 

regime whose range that exceeds 4m. The amplitude of the 

largest tidal constituent of 2.6m corresponds to the semi-diurnal 

lunar constituent M2. 

Circulation models [2] provide knowledge of the surface 

circulation of SMG, which is characterized by two gyres, one in 

the northern and the other in the southern region of the Gulf 

(Fig. 1). The intensity of the gyres, caused by westerly winds 

and tides, varies seasonally [45]. 

Previous studies of surface salinity from in situ observations 

[28] show that SMG waters are saltier than those from the 

adjacent ocean due to an excess in annual evaporation, and also  

Fig. 2. Zoom of SMG around the mooring position (black dot). The satellite 

tracks considered are shown (black lines) with arrows that indicate flight 

direction of the satellite. The distance from the mooring to the coast along track 

52 and 189 are indicated in green and blue, respectively. Dashed lines indicate 

the minimum distance from the mooring to each track. The red line indicates the 

distance between the mooring position and the satellite track intersection. 

suggest that export of waters in the surface occurs mainly in the 

northern region of the gulf. 

Both observations of sea surface temperature (SST) from 

historical data [8] and model simulations [45] suggest that SMG 

can be divided into two regions separated by a thermohaline 

front that remains present most of the year (Fig. 1), except 

during the winter season. The northern section is warmer than 

the southern one [49]. This SST pattern is coherent with the 

circulation mentioned earlier; the intrusion of colder water from 

the PCS into the Gulf happens mainly in the southern region of 

SMG. 

The availability of accurate high-resolution coastline location 

data plays a key role in interpreting the effect of land on the 

altimeter signal and in particular, understanding how waveform 

shapes respond to land in the footprint [14]. In the region of 

study a cliff about 40m high is present. This cliff is made of soft 

rock (sand, rocks and soft soil). In such case, the standard 

definition of coastline is assumed to be the foot of the cliff, e.g. 

[31]. However, for coastal altimetry purposes, it is more relevant 

to know the position of the lowest tide. In order to establish its 

edge, we carefuly analyzed available Landsat images, 

considering the time at which the image was adquired and the 

corresponding tidal level. In this way, we established the edge 

represented in Fig. 2, which is on average 300m seaward at the 

foot of the cliff. Visual observations from locals correspond very 

well with our estimation. The shortest distance between the 

nominal intersection of J2 tracks 189 and 52 and the lowest tide 

edge estimated is 400m (Fig. 2).  



III. DATA 

A. In situ Data 

The validation of satellite altimetry data in the region of study 

is highly relevant, given the scarce number of available in situ 

sea level observations. Only 4 TGs report data routinely to IOC 

(http://www.ioc-sealevelmonitoring.org/): Mar del Plata, Puerto 

Deseado, Puerto Madryn and Ushuaia. 

To achieve our objectives, a BPR was deployed near the 

intersection of J2 tracks 189 and 52 (Fig.1) as part of a project 

founded by the National Agency for Scientific and 

Technological Promotion of Argentina. The minimum distance 

between the coast and the track intersection is 0.9km, and this 

intersection is one of the few that occurs close to the coast in the 

PCS. J2, like its predecessors J1 and TOPEX/Poseidon (T/P), is 

the satellite altimetry mission that has the shortest repeat interval 

(about 9.9 days). Placing an instrument near a track crossing 

allows the largest number of data to compare with in situ data 

for a given period of time. No tidal records have been previously 

obtained in or near this region. 

Bottom pressure was measured by a new calibrated SeaBird 

SBE26plus moored at 30m depth with depth range of 270m; it 

measures sea level with resolution of 2mm and accuracy of 

27mm. The instrument was placed inside a cylindrical tube 

welded in a vertical position to a train wheel to secure it at the 

sea bottom. The BPR was placed as near to the bottom as 

possible to avoid dynamic pressure effects due to high velocity 

tidal currents [39]. Despite the optimal location to obtain a time 

series comparable with satellite altimetry data, reaching this 

region to service the instrument was extremely challenging. 

Deployment was done with R/V Puerto Deseado on April 1
st
, 

2013. Professional divers performed the mooring recovery and 

re-deployment twice, by sailing an inflatable semi-rigid boat for 

two hours between a beach located in the region and the 

mooring location. We obtained two time series with a total 

record of 22 months spanning April 2013 to March 2015 (Table 

I). The BPR was programmed to measure temperature and 

pressure every two minutes. Pressure measurements were 

averaged over a 1-minute interval to filter wave effects. The 

high sampling frequency proved to be a critical factor in 

properly comparing in situ and altimetry data, given the large 

tidal range present in the region. The mooring had also separate 

temperature (T) and conductivity (C) sensors (SeaBird SBE37, 

also new). T time series obtained from the two instruments were 

indistinguishable (not shown). After the first two weeks, the 

conductivity record was useless because of biofouling activity. 

Two vertical profiles of C, T and pressure were made at the 

mooring location using a Seabird SBE911 from R/V Puerto 

Deseado during deployment in 2013 (early austral autumn) and 

during the second period of measurement (austral spring). T and 

Salinity (S) profiles revealed, in both set of measurements, a 

very homogeneous water column (not shown), as expected in a 

shallow region dominated by strong tidal currents. No  

 

TABLE I 

BPR PERIODS OF MEASUREMENTS 

 
Both time series are complete, i.e. neither one has missing values. 

significant differences were observed between T measurements 

made by SBE911 and SBE26plus during the two vertical 

profiles. 

Based on BPR data, time series of Sea Surface Height (SSH) 

are derived by applying the hydrostatic equation: 

     
 

  
(         ) (III.1) 

where Pabs represents the pressure measured by the instrument, 

Patm atmospheric sea level pressure (SLP), g gravity (9.8 m•s
-2

) 

and   density (kg•m
-3

). We used daily SLP data from the 

National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) 

Reanalysis distributed on a global grid of 2.5°x2.5° [19]. During 

the first deployment (Table I) we measured SLP with a 1-hour 

sampling interval using a meteorological station installed at the 

park ranger’s house in Caleta Los Loros, located 36km from the 

mooring. No significant differences were found between the in 

situ SLP and the NCEP time series. We thus interpolated the 

NCEP values to the times of the BPR measurements. Density,  , 

was estimated following the International Thermodynamic 

Equation of Seawater [18], using T and S measurements. 

Because biofouling prevented use of the S record, we assumed a 

constant value of 34, which corresponds to the surface 

climatological value of the region [16].   was considered 

constant throughout the water column. This is a reasonable 

approximation in this region, given the intense mixing generated 

by tidal currents, as mentioned above.  

To obtain in situ SLA, the mean sea surface (MSS) is extracted 

from the SSH. For in situ data, MSS is calculated as the temporal 

mean of the in situ record. A zoom of the complete time series is 

displayed in Fig. 3a. It is noticeable that SLA varies between 

±4m and presents a semidiurnal cycle consistent with the 

dominant tidal regime of the region.  

B. Altimetry Data 

The altimetry product used in this study is Sensor 

Geophysical Data Records (S-GDR) along-track (20Hz) derived 

from the J2 mission and provided by Archiving, Validation and 

Interpretation of Oceanographic Data (AVISO, 

http://www.aviso.altimetry.fr). This dataset has a nominal spatial 

resolution of about 300m along the tracks, which allows a more 

detailed analysis of the satellite data accuracy near the coasts 

than does the traditional averaged 1-Hz dataset (GDR). The S-

GDR product contains all the auxiliary data necessary to retrieve 

the SSH and SLA: range, altitude, sea state bias, atmospheric (i.e.  

Start Date End Date Sampling Number of Measurements

04-01-2013 04-01-2013 2 minutes 155281

12-23-2013 12-23-2013 2 minutes 332679

http://www.aviso.altimetry.fr/


 
Fig. 3. 15-day segment from 1st to 15th of June 2014 of (a) in situ SSH (m) time 

series, derived from BPR measurements applying (III.1); (b) In situ residual (m) 

time series; the result of extracting the tidal and storm surge signals from in situ 

data; and (c) wavelet analysis of the residual; the colorbar represents the power 

of the wavelet, normalized to have arbitrary units and be comparable to other 

variables [46]. (d) Global power spectrum (black) of the residual complete time 

series, and confidence interval (red), it is dimensionless because it is normalized 

by the variance; period is expressed in hours (hs). 

ionosphere, wet and dry troposphere, dynamic atmospheric 

correction) and ocean (e.g. pole tide, load tide, ocean tide, mean 

sea surface) corrections. All the information regarding this 

database can be found in the OSTM/Jason-2 Products Handbook 

[24]. We analyzed altimetry data along ascending track 189 and 

descending track 52 in SMG (Fig. 1) for the time period 

coincident with the in situ record (April 2013 to March 2015). 

As mentioned in the previous section, a different retracking is 

necessary to recover the SSH signal near the coast. The 

retracking method based on the Brown algorithm, which is used 

to estimate the default range in the J2 S-GDR, fits the 

waveforms accurately in the open ocean, but it generally fails in 

coastal regions [47]. In this study we compared the default range 

with the range estimated from ALES (a retracker capable of 

retracking both in the open ocean and near the coasts), which 

showed better performance than standard retrackers in coastal 

regions, e.g. [27]. The ALES retracker also uses the Brown 

functional form, but fits only part of the waveform (a sub-

waveform), in order to avoid parts of the trailing edge that can 

be corrupted by bright targets and, at the same time, to guarantee 

a sufficient fitting quality of the leading edge. A full description 

is found in [26], and a global coastal dataset containing ALES 

estimations within 50km of the coastline is can be found at 

ftp://podaac.jpl.nasa.gov/allData/coastal_alt/L2/ALES/. 

C. Tidal Models 

In this section we compare the main tidal constituents derived 

from in situ observations with the values derived from four tidal 

models, three global and one regional. We also considered the 

tidal constituents distributed and computed by the Centre of 

Topography of the Oceans and the Hydrosphere (CTOH, 

http://ctoh.legos.obs-mip.fr/) closest to the mooring (7km) along 

the track 189. 

To compare models and in situ tidal constants we proceeded 

as in [34]: we computed the Root Mean Square misfit (RMSmisfit) 

for each tidal constituent selected (III.2) and the Root Sum 

Square (RSS) considering constituents that coincide within all 

the models analyzed (III.3). The RSS allows the comparison 

among models and therefore the selection of the one that 

performs best in the study area.  
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where j represents each tidal constituent, H and   are the 

amplitude and phase. In equation III.2, the sub-indexes 1 and 2 

indicate two different datasets, e.g. in situ and a model. In 

equation III.3, n represents the number of constituents 

coincident among all data sets considered; in this paper n is 5. 

The methodology used to compute the tidal constituents from in 

situ data and all the tidal models considered are briefly 

summarized below. 

1) Tidal Constituents from In Situ and Satellite 

Altimetry Data: The least squares method was applied to III.4 to 

obtain tidal constituents using BPR and satellite data series [23], 

using the following equation: 

 ( )            

∑    
 
         ((   )    )  (III.4) 

where  ( ) is the height of the tide at observation time  ,    is 

the mean height of the water level at the beginning of the series, 

   is the linear trend of the series,    is the amplitude of the   

constituent,    is the nodal factor of the constituent, (   )  is 

the value of the equilibrium argument of the   constituent,    is 

the epoch of the   constituent, and   is the number of 

constituents.  

The equilibrium argument and the nodal factors were 

calculated following [9]. Unlike traditional harmonic analysis 

[29], [30], [38], (III.4) requires the calculation of both the 

equilibrium argument and the nodal factor for each observation 

time, thus avoiding the use of the speed of the constituent. This 

is because the angular velocity is defined by part V of the 

equilibrium argument and does not consider the temporal 

variation in part u (an 18.61-year period). Considering the long 

length of the altimetry series, the mean sea level linear variation 

is taken into account through the first two terms of (III.4).  

If data are lacking and/or the sampling interval is variable, it 

is not possible to apply the Rayleigh criterion to infer the 

minimum time period required to resolve any two tidal 

frequency constituents in the harmonic analysis. To decide if the 

in situ data series could be used to calculate the harmonic 

constants of the tidal constituents, simulated series were 

ftp://podaac.jpl.nasa.gov/allData/coastal_alt/L2/ALES/
http://ctoh.legos.obs-mip.fr/


generated maintaining the intervals between observations. To 

build the simulated series, harmonic constants from Punta 

Colorada (provided by SHN, Argentina) were used. The 

harmonic constants corresponding to all constituents of 

simulated series were calculated and compared with those 

obtained from Punta Colorada, obtaining differences smaller 

than 1mm in amplitude and 0.1° in epoch. 

For each amplitude and epoch solved by the harmonic 

analyses, the uncertainties were calculated using the variance-

covariance matrix originated from the least squares equations 

used for the calculation of the harmonic constituents (Table A1). 

2) FES2012: global model based on non-linear 

barotropic shallow water equations that assimilates both TG and 

altimetry data. It provides 15 tidal constituents in a 1/8° spatial 

grid [7]. 

3) EOT08a: empirical ocean tidal model from multi-

mission satellite altimetry. It provides 10 tidal constituents in a 

spatial grid of 1/8° [36]. 

4) TPXO8: provides a product especially developed for 

the Patagonia region that has a spatial resolution of 1/30° [12]. 

This regional model assimilates T/P, J1, Topex Tandem and 

ERS satellite data. 

IV. RESULTS 

A. In situ Tidal Constituents 

Following the methodology described in Section III.C, 130 

tidal constituents were computed from the 22-month-long in situ 

time series. Only the 39 constituents with amplitudes that 

exceeded 1cm are shown (Table A1). The 12 constituents with 

the largest amplitudes are used in the following sub-section for 

comparison with tidal models and with the CTOH database. In 

the PCS, the five constituents with the largest amplitudes that 

are typically considered by ocean dynamic numerical models are 

M2, N2, S2, K1 and O1 [22], [25], [40], [45]. Results found here 

show that indeed M2 is the constituent with the largest amplitude 

(2.57m) but O1 is not in the top-five list. Instead, L2 occupies the 

fifth place. In order to verify if the tidal constituents computed 

represent all (or most of) the tide-related signal, we subtracted 

the tidal signal constructed with the 130 constituents considered 

from the original time series. The Root mean square (RMS) of 

the residual time series is 0.24m and the RMS of the total signal 

is 1.99m, i.e. the RMS of the residual accounts for 12% of the 

RMS of the total signal. Similar residuals were observed from 

the analysis of three shorter time series in Tierra del Fuego [32]. 

Close inspection of the residuals shows that at particular times a 

semidiurnal signal with amplitude of 20cm is present (see an 

example in Fig. 3b). Using a different method to compute tidal 

harmonics [11], neither the amplitude nor the location of the 

semi-diurnal residuals changed. A wavelet analysis confirms 

that the residual is not permanent (Fig. 3c) but happens often 

enough to show a significant peak centered at 12.41hs in the 

time average of the 22 months of the wavelet spectra (Fig. 3d). 

We attribute this non-permanent signal to non-linear effects. 

While it is beyond the scope of this paper to investigate what are 

the processes that generate them, the relatively large 

contribution to the tidal regime (up to 20cm out of 2.6m, M2 

amplitude) of these residuals deserves attention in future studies.  

B. Evaluation of Ocean Tidal Models 

Tidal amplitudes and phases from models and the CTOH 

database were compared to those obtained from in situ data 

considering the 12 constituents that presented the largest 

amplitudes in SMG according to the in situ data (Fig. 4 and 

Table II). Comparing the values provided by different datasets 

with in situ data, it is noticeable that all of them represent the 

amplitude better than the phase (Table A2). The determination 

of tidal phase by global models can be complicated because of 

the presence of a virtual amphidrome near the region of study. 

Also, a possible source of error of global models is the lack of 

L2 and Nu2 tidal constituents, whose amplitudes are non-

negligible in the Gulf (Fig. 4). 

RMSmisfit and the RSS computed as described in Section 3 are 

displayed in Table II. Results obtained show that: 

 Among global models, EOT08 is the one that better 

represents the tide in SMG. 

 The satellite product from CTOH provides tidal 

amplitudes and phases along-track for more 

constituents than presented in this study. The CTOH 

data were extracted from the nearest point to the 

mooring along track 189. The comparison with in situ 

constituents shows this product performs better than 

global models in this region. 

 The best performance among models in SMG is 

achieved by regional model TPXO8 Atlas. 

According to these results, the ocean tidal correction based on 

the regional model TPXO8is the most suitable for SMG. 

We also applied harmonic analysis to along-track satellite 

altimetry data from T/P, J1 and J2 corresponding to the period 

October 1992 - July 2016. We considered SLA data averaged in 

space within a radius of 3km from a point located 7km from the 

mooring location. For this analysis we applied the standard 

corrections and MLE4 range since ALES retracking is not jet 

available for the T/P and J1 missions. Results are shown in 

Table II. This analysis provides the best representation of tides 

in the region, far better than CTOH and mostly better than 

TPXO8. Given the results described in section IV.C, we would 

expect even better results if tidal harmonics were computed with 

altimetry data retracked by ALES. 

C. Impact of ALES Retracking Procedure 

In this section we compare ranges obtained with two different 

retrackers, MLE4 (the standard ocean retracker used in J2 S-

GDR) and ALES. 

We computed satellite SSH as the difference between altitude 

and range, applying all satellite corrections except the Dynamic  



TABLE II 

RMSmisfit AND RSS 

 
RMSmisfit between the in situ data and each data product, for the 12 selected tidal constituents. RSS is calculated considering only the 5 constituents that the 12 

selected ones have in common (M2, N2, S2, K1 and O1). 

 
Fig. 4. Tidal amplitude (a) and phase (b) of the 12 selected constituents, 

estimated by models (TPXO8 Atlas, EOT08, FES2012), and by harmonic 

analysis of in situ data. 

Atmospheric Correction (DAC), the ocean tidal correction and 

the MSS. DAC includes the inverted barometer effect and high 

frequency variability [6]. We then computed the correlation 

coefficient between in situ SSH and satellite SSH as a function 

of the distance to the coast measured along each track 

considering the two retrackers (Fig.5). In other words, from each 

track point we extracted one satellite SSH time series that was 

correlated to in situ SSH. Results clearly show the better 

performance of ALES in the region closer to the coast. For track 

52 ALES recovers 80% or more of the data available up to 4km 

from the coast, while MLE4 drops below 80% of data available 

at 11km from the coast (Fig. 5b). The correlation coefficient 

along this track, significant at 95% confidence level (CL), is 

larger than 0.99 up to 4km for ALES and up to 8.5km for MLE4 

(Fig. 5a). For track 189 results show that it is possible to get 

even closer to the coast. For this track, both ALES and MLE4 

recover more than 80% of the data available up to 2km from the 

coast (Fig. 5d). The correlation coefficient along track 189 is 

larger than 0.99 up to 1.6km for both retrackers but ALES is 

more stable along the track (Fig. 5c). Missing waveforms are 

frequent in the Jason missions at land-to-sea transitions due to 

failures of the on-board tracker [3], which explains why the loss 

of data is larger for track 52 than for track 189. 

Similar differences between the number of data retrieved from 

land-to-ocean and ocean-to-land transitions were observed also 

in the Gulf of Trieste [26] and in the Strait of Gibraltar [13]. 

Along both tracks, ALES and MLE4 produce indistinguishable 

results for distances larger than 17km from the coast.  

To summarize the impact of ALES, we computed the number 

of data available in the first 20km closest to the coast for track 

52. In that region ALES retrieves 20% more data than MLE4.  

D. Impact of Geophysical Corrections 

We studied the impact of the geophysical corrections applied to 

the SSH along the two satellite tracks that pass nearby the 

position of the BPR by computing the correlation between in  



 
Fig. 5. Correlation coefficient between satellite and in situ SSH (a) and 

percentage of available SSH satellite data (b), considering the MLE4 range 

(blue) and the ALES range (red). (a) and (b) show results for descending track 

52, and (c) and (d) for ascending track 189. The black line corresponds to the 

BPR mooring location. Correlation coefficient was not computed at track points 

having less than 70% of available data. 

situ and satellite time series for each track point. The satellite 

data has a frequency of 20Hz, which corresponds to one 

measurement approximately every 300m. Therefore, we 

assembled time series for each track point as the spatial average 

of all measurements included in a 300m distance along track, 

centered in the reference track point. The time series were built 

for each point of both tracks analyzed, adding satellite 

corrections one by one. Ocean tide, DAC and MSS corrections 

were also subtracted from the in situ time series when these 

corrections were applied to satellite data. 

The aim of this procedure was to find out how close to the 

coast satellite data remains valid, and how this data is affected 

by each satellite correction. Results shown in previous sections 

were taken into account, therefore the ocean tidal correction 

used in this section is TPXO8 Atlas and the range considered is 

ALES.  

Results show that the addition of the corrections to the time 

series helps find high correlation values (95% CL) closer to the 

coast for both analyzed tracks (Table III). Among all 

geophysical corrections considered, the ionosphere correction is 

remarkable as it allows the recovery of data (correlation with in 

situ data above 0.9) up to 1.5km closer to the coast for track 189 

and up to 3.7km for track 52. In addition, another important 

increase of recovered data is observed when the Solid Earth Tide 

correction is applied: in particular, for track 189 the distance at 

which the 0.9 correlation is found reduces from 3.1km to 1.6km 

(Table III). Finally, when the ocean tidal correction is applied, 

the closest distance to the coast for which a large correlation is 

observed increases to 3.1km for track 189, but stays the same 

(4.1km) for track 52 (Table III). 

E. SLA Comparison 

In this section we compare in situ SLA with the average of 

satellite SLA from both tracks at a distance equal to or less than 

3km from the mooring position. Two satellite SLA time series 

were constructed: the first one considers the TPXO8 ocean tidal 

model and ALES range (see Sections IV.B and IV.C); the 

second one uses the default configuration provided by AVISO, 

i.e. ocean tide FES2012 and MLE4 range. In the following we 

refer to these two time series as “optimal” and “standard”, 

respectively.  

When building satellite SLA time series, the temporal mean 

should be as close to zero as possible. However, the mean value 

of the standard time series is 7.1cm and of the optimal SLA is 

15.9cm. We attribute this result to the MSS model used to 

correct satellite data [37]. Even though the MSS model along the 

two tracks considered is coherent with the general surface 

circulation of SMG sketched in Fig. 1 (result not shown), the 

mean value of the optimal SLA time series is far from zero. For 

this reason, we decided to subtract the temporal mean from the 

optimal SLA time series. Removing the temporal mean from the 

standard time series decreases the bias from 7.1cm to 4.6cm. In 

the following we do not remove the temporal mean from the 

standard time series since our objective is to compare the 

standard product “as is” with the optimal one.  

Fig. 6 and Table IV provide a comparison of the optimal and 

standard time series with the in situ time series. Optimal time 

series recovers 70% more data than the standard one (Fig. 6 and 

Table IV). Moreover, the correlation coefficient between 

optimal SLA and in situ SLA is considerably larger than the one 

obtained with standard SLA (0.95 vs. 0.79) (Table IV). The 

RMSD obtained with the optimal time series (12.3cm) is also 

significantly lower than that obtained with the standard time 

series (14.1cm). Another way to quantify the differences 

between the optimal and standard SLA time series is through the 

comparison of the slopes and bias w.r.t. in situ data. 

To compute the slopes, we performed a geometric mean 

regression (GMR) analysis following [21], a method suitable 

when both the dependent and the independent variables are 

random. To compute the bias, we calculated the mean value of 

the difference between satellite and in situ time series. 



TABLE III  

ANALYSIS OF SATELLITE ALTIMETRY CORRECTIONS  

 
Closest distance to the coast [km] where correlation between in situ and satellite 

time series exceeds 0.9. First and second columns show results for data extracted 

from track 52 and 189, respectively. The corrections were added one by one in 

the order they appear in the table. 

TABLE IV  

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF SATELLITE SLA TIME SERIES  

 
Statistical analysis between satellite time series and in situ measurements. Both 

correlation values are significant (95%CL), even though the standard time series 

is composed of only nine values. 

Results (Table IV) show that the optimal SLA time series has 

a lower bias and a slope that is closer to 1 than the standard SLA 

time series. Thus, a significant improvement is obtained with the 

optimal SLA time series due to the retracking algorithm (ALES) 

and to the regional tidal model (TPXO8) considered. In other 

words, results demonstrate that it is possible to (i) increase the 

amount of available data of the along-track altimetry SLA in 

coastal areas and (ii) to improve its accuracy by selecting the 

ALES retracking algorithm and an accurate tidal model. 

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In this paper we compared 20-Hz S-GDR Jason-2 satellite 

altimetry data obtained from the crossing tracks 52 and 189 in 

San Matias Gulf, Argentina, with a 22-month-long time series of 

sea level obtained by a bottom pressure recorder deployed 

1.3km from the nominal intersection of the two tracks and 

2.2km from the coast. Results show that there are two factors 

that largely affect satellite altimetry data near the coasts of San 

Matias Gulf: the retracking algorithm and the ocean tidal 

correction used.  

 

 
Fig. 6. (a) Scatter plot between the SLA constructed using ALES range, the 

TPXO8 Atlas ocean tidal model correction and Dynamic Atmospheric 

Correction (DAC) and the SLA obtained from in situ measurements. (b) Scatter 

plot between the SLA constructed using the standard corrections and the SLA 

based on in situ measurements. In both figures, the dashed line represents a 

perfect fit. 

The retracking method selected was critical to recover more 

useful data closer to the coast. We compared two retracking 

algorithms: MLE4, the standard method for the open ocean 

based on the Brown model, and ALES, an algorithm specially 

developed for both the open ocean and coastal areas. Results 

show that ALES is able to recover more and better data near the 

coast than the Brown model, in particular for the track with a 

Satellite Corrections applied 

to altitude - range  
Track 052  Track 189  

MSS  8.0  4.6  

Ionosphere  4.3  3.1  

Sea state bias  4.3  3.1 

Wet troposphere  4.3 3.1 

Dry troposphere  4.3 3.1 

Polar tide  4.3 3.1 

Loading tide  4.3 3.1 

Solid earth tide  4.1 1.6 

DAC  4.1 1.6 

Ocean tide  4.1  3.1  

 

Standard SLA Optimal SLA
CorrelationCoefficient 0.79 0.95

RMSD (cm) 14.1 12.3

GMR slope 1.14 0.99

Bias (cm) 7.1 3.5



land-to-ocean transition. For this track, correlation between in 

situ and altimetry data is larger than 0.99 (95%CL) up to 1.6km 

from the coast when altimetry data are retracked with ALES. 

Using MLE4, data availability stops 8.5km from the coast. 

The ocean tidal correction has a large impact in the estimation 

of sea level anomaly in San Matias Gulf due to the macrotidal 

regime present there. The error in the estimation of tides can be 

attributed to two different causes: 1) the presence of an 

intermittent semi-diurnal signal (RMS 24cm) that cannot be 

represented by the linear combination of tidal constituents and 

therefore still remains unpredictable; 2) the absence of certain 

constituents in tidal models that present large amplitudes in 

SMG. Results show that among the tidal models considered, the 

regional model TPXO8 was the one that better represents the 

tidal regime in the region (RSS of 4.8cm). This result is 

consistent with previous studies carried out in several macrotidal 

regions, e.g. [43], [34]. However, the best representation of tides 

in SMG was obtained by harmonic analyses of a 23 year 1-Hz 

satellite data time series constructed considering data with 

standard corrections and range from TOPEX/Poseidon, Jason-1 

and Jason-2 satellite missions (RSS 4.1cm). According to the 

results presented, when TOPEX/Poseidon and Jason-1 data 

retracked by ALES becomes available, we would expect even 

lower RSS values. 

Results highlight the quality of the satellite altimetry data 

even very close to the coast. As long as the coastal altimetry 

community continues to improve corrections and retracking 

techniques, we can expect that satellite altimetry data will 

become more and more reliable closer to the coast. Another 

essential ingredient to achieve improvements in coastal altimetry 

is the availability of long-term in situ tide gauge time series of 

good quality. When the tidal amplitude is large, the time 

sampling interval of in situ data is a key factor. If a traditional 1-

hour sample interval were considered in our analysis, instead of 

the 2-minute interval selected for this study, RSS and correlation 

between altimetry and in situ data would decrease by 7.8% and 

1%, respectively. 

Finally, in situ data also highlighted our limited knowledge of 

the retrieval of tides in complex areas like the SMG. Further 

studies are required to comprehend the generation mechanism of 

the non-permanent semi-diurnal signal found in the in situ time 

series. If we succeed in the understanding and prediction of this 

signal, it will be possible to extract it from satellite altimetry 

data, and hence obtain a more accurate sea level product in 

coastal regions. 

 

 

 

APPENDIX 

TABLE A1 

IN SITU TIDAL AMPLITUDE AND PHASE 

 
Tidal amplitude and phase for the 39 constituents whose amplitudes exceed 1cm, 

and the corresponding uncertainties. They result from applying harmonic 

analysis to in situ data. 

 

In order to verify if tidal models and the CTOH tidal product 

represent better the tidal amplitude than the phase, we calculated 

the NRMSD (A.1) between in situ and modeled values, 

normalized by the range of the variable considered. It is evident 

from the results obtained (Table A2) that all databases 

considered represent better the tidal amplitudes than the tidal 

phases. 

 (A.1) 

 

 

NRMSD =
√
∑ (Ymodel  Yin  situ )n

i=0

n
max(Yin  situ )  min(Yin  situ )

 



TABLE A2 

NRMSD BETWEEN IN SITU AND ESTIMATED TIDAL AMPLITUDE 

AND PHASE 

 

Where Y can be either the tidal amplitude or the phase; n is the 

number of tidal constituents considered. In this case we used the 

5 constituents present in all databases analyzed. 
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